MISSING PRE-REQUISITES?
RETURNING AFTER TIME AWAY FROM SCHOOL?

SCIENCE IS STILL AN OPTION!

WE OFFER:

Chemistry 90  Physics 90
Biology 90  *New* Math Lab

Earned separately, or applied to a

STEM Accelerator Certificate

This suite of preparatory courses builds academic confidence. Establish skills for success in STEM degree programs including:

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Engineering
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Bachelor of Nursing & Professional Health Sciences

ARTSANDSCIENCE.USASK.CA/INDIGENOUS/ISAP.PHP
ISAP STEM ACCELERATOR COURSES

ARE THESE COURSES FOR ME?

- I am interested in a S.T.E.M. Degree Pathway
- I am missing a grade 12 pre-requisite for a required course in my degree path and/or for professional college admissions Chemistry 30/Biology 30/Physics 30
- I have the grade 12 pre-requisites that I need but I …
  - completed the course(s) online and didn’t have a chance to learn hands-on lab skills
  - completed the course(s) more than 3 years ago
  - completed the course(s) with a grade < 70%

SIGN UP ONLINE!

1. Apply to USask
2. Register with ISAP online
3. Check-in with our academic advisors at the Trish Monture Centre to build your plan for success!

Did you know that readiness for first year science courses is key to successfully completing STEM degrees?